Independent Third-Party Proof of Expertise for Darrell DiZoglio as of 2/2013: #1 & #2 Nationally
Ranked Expert in Multiple Linkedin Q&A Categories via Highest Total of Best Answer Awards. #1
Résumé Writing Expert for 5 consecutive years, #1 Careers and Education Expert 2 consecutive years
and #2 Job Search Expert 2 consecutive years. Linkedin’s official notice that I earned "Top 1% most
viewed profile in 2012" (without a paid membership) versus 2 million professionals.
Ranked #1 Résumé Writing Expert Nationally on Linkedin.com for Five Consecutive Years (2008 –
2/2013) vs. 380 professional colleagues. Linkedin is the #1 Career related website, Résumé/Talent Database
and Professional Networking Website in the US with over 225 million members in June 2013. Providing these
expert answers is a community service activity because millions of people learn from them. As an incentive,
experts who participated earned a nationwide ranking for their expertise for all to see. Entry here was open to all
without cost, provided impressive visibility and attracted millions of people seeking solutions and expert
answers.
Since experts must compete with dozens of other answer providers to be awarded a single best answer
award, it takes thousands of expert answers and a sustained effort over years to accumulate a leadership
position in any Q & A category. Linkedin’s Unique National Ranking System for Experts via Best Answer
Award Total in each category gave all professionals and consumers, the instant ability to find the top experts
nationwide or nearest to them in any field.

#1 Ranked Expert in Careers and Education Nationally on Linkedin for two consecutive years 2011-2/2013 versus
500+ professional colleagues.

#2 Ranked Expert in Job Search on Linkedin for two consecutive years 2011-2/2013 versus 500+ professional
colleagues.

Ranked 8th in Hiring and Human Resources Expertise Nationally on Linkedin 2010-2/2013 via best answer awards.

Note the 274 Best Answer Awards (look left) I
earned required me to beat out all the other
expert answers given. This sustained volunteer
effort to help so many professionals in a job
search in the widely read Linkedin.com Q & A
areas from 2008 to 2/2013.
I present these seven pages of indisputable
public evidence to you directly from
Linkedin.com to help you make a more
informed decision and avoid dismal results from
the pretenders and part-time hacks.
For most of my clients, evidence always speaks
volumes and data-driven decisions rule.
Therefore, I suggest you read the 56 transparent
Linkedin recommendations from clients hired
quick at the bottom of my Linkedin profile, my
résumé samples and my own résumé.
All artists should be known by the quality of
their work. With a quick review of the
compelling evidence above and on my website,
you will quickly see I am the real deal.
http://linkedin.com/in/darrelldizoglio
http://RighteousResumes.com
http://HighPerformanceResumes.com
http://WordsThatSell247.com
Sadly, Linkedin.com chose to discontinue the Q
& A areas in February 2013 (cost cutting).
However, my community service work has
continued without interruption on
http://HowToFindWorkNow.org since the
Linkedin Q & A area was shutdown.

Question and answer sample: How do I find the most popular résumé keywords employers are looking for now?

Here is a sample expert answer from the Linkedin Q & A Job Search category: How do I get hired in HR?

Ever wonder how competitive the Linkedin Q & A categories are for Best Answer Awards?

You deserve the best help and results. So call me for assistance today. Sure, well known but I am still as friendly,
approachable and humble as ever.

